
Remind me to… 
Daily reminders for a quieter mind & a calmer heart 

 

You’ll never change your life until you change something you do daily. The secret to your 

success is found in your daily routine.” John C. Maxwell 

We have extraordinarily high expectations of ourselves, our working memory and our ability 

to continuously juggle the array of tasks, thoughts and emotions we encounter each day 

(and night). We may have THE best intentions to do a 4 minute breathing practice, yoga 

sequence or mindfulness meditation at a particular time of the day BUT we forget. Life gets 

busy and by the time we remember, chances are, we’re exhausted, frazzled and in bed. We 

need reminders! I certainly do because that juggle is very real and if I’m not careful, my 

heart beats way too quick, I am disconnected with my words, I forget stuff and anxiety 

settles in. 

I have reminders all over my life! In the car, on my fridge, next to my bed, on the back of the 

front door, in my purse and some that pop up on my phone (phone use and how to set 

boundaries is tackled in week 4). Habits will form, but they take time and in the early stages 

of habit creating, we need to do all we can do give ourselves the best chances of getting our 

habits to stick. I have created some simple reminders that I use in my ordinary, everyday 

life. Most have become habits but I keep them around me anyway for support. There is a 

sheet of blank reminder squares too for you to write your own and we’ll keep adding to 

them over the 4 weeks.  

REMEMBER – Go slow and steady. Beyonce wasn’t built in a day! 

Print me, re-write me, stick me someone useful, read me and add action: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Your beliefs become your thoughts, your thoughts become your words, your words become your 

actions, your actions become your habits, your habits become your values, your values become your 

destiny.” Mahatma Gandhi 


